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Psychology For Musicians Understanding And Acquiring
The Skills
This book deals with the complex cognitive processes involved in understanding two
"horizontal" aspects of music perception, melody and rhythm, both separately and together.
Focusing on the tonal framework for pitch material in melodies, the first section provides
evidence that mere exposure to music organized in a particular way is sufficient to induce the
auditory system to prepare itself to receive further input conforming to the patterns already
experienced. Its chapters also offer evidence concerning elaborations of those basic schemes
that come about through specialized training in music. Continuing themes from the first section
-- such as the hypothesis that melodies must be treated as integral wholes and not mere
collections of elements -- the second section discusses the integration of melody and rhythm.
In these chapters there is an underlying concern for clarifying the relation -- central to aesthetic
questions -- between physical patterns of sound energy in the world and our psychological
experience of them. The chapters in the third section provide excellent examples of the new,
scientific literature that attempts to objectively study early musical abilities. Their data establish
that infants and young children are far more perceptive and skilled appreciators of music than
was thought a decade ago.
Why are some performers exhilarated and energized about performing in public, while others
feel a crushing sense of fear and dread, and experience public performance as an
overwhelming challenge that must be endured? These are the questions addressed in this
book, the first rigorous exposition of this complex phenomenon.
"Throughout time, human beings have been fascinated with music. Research in music
psychology has revealed how musicians acquire the ability to convey emotional intentions as
sounded music, how listeners perceive it as feelings and moods, and how this powerful
process relates to social and cultural dynamics. Of course, people who identify as musicians
have special interest in these matters. In recent years, a psychological perspective has gained
increasing acceptance in the education provided to musicians: teachers, performers, and
"creatives" alike. The first edition of Psychology for Musicians: Understanding and Acquiring
the Skills (2007, Oxford University Press) was a well-cited volume over the years. This new
edition draws on the greater insights provided by recent research in music psychology. It
combines academic rigor with accessibility to offer readers research-supported ideas that they
can readily apply in their musical activities"-A state-of-the-art overview of the latest theory and research in music psychology, written by
leaders in the field. This authoritative, landmark volume offers a comprehensive state-of-the-art
overview of the latest theory and research in music perception and cognition. Eminent scholars
from a range of disciplines, employing a variety of methodologies, describe important findings
from core areas of the field, including music cognition, the neuroscience of music, musical
performance, and music therapy. The book can be used as a textbook for courses in music
cognition, auditory perception, science of music, psychology of music, philosophy of music,
and music therapy, and as a reference for researchers, teachers, and musicians. The book's
sections cover music perception; music cognition; music, neurobiology, and evolution; musical
training, ability, and performance; and musical experience in everyday life. Chapters treat such
topics as pitch, rhythm, and timbre; musical expectancy, musicality, musical disorders, and
absolute pitch; brain processes involved in music perception, cross-species studies of music
cognition, and music across cultures; improvisation, the assessment of musical ability, and
singing; and music and emotions, musical preferences, and music therapy. Contributors Fleur
Bouwer, Peter Cariani, Laura K. Cirelli, Annabel J. Cohen, Lola L. Cuddy, Shannon de L'Etoile,
Jessica A. Grahn, David M. Greenberg, Bruno Gingras, Henkjan Honing, Lorna S. Jakobson, Ji
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Chul Kim, Stefan Koelsch, Edward W. Large, Miriam Lense, Daniel Levitin, Charles J. Limb,
Psyche Loui, Stephen McAdams, Lucy M. McGarry, Malinda J. McPherson, Andrew J.
Oxenham, Caroline Palmer, Aniruddh Patel, Eve-Marie Quintin, Peter Jason Rentfrow, Edward
Roth, Frank A. Russo, Rebecca Scheurich, Kai Siedenburg, Avital Sternin, Yanan Sun, William
F. Thompson, Renee Timmers, Mark Jude Tramo, Sandra E. Trehub, Michael W. Weiss,
Marcel Zentner
Music has been examined from multiple perspectives: as a product of human history, for
example, or a product of human culture. But there is also a long tradition, intensified in recent
decades, of thinking about music as a product of the human mind. Whether considering
composition, performance, listening, or appreciation, the constraints and capabilities of the
human mind play a formative role. The field that has emerged around this approach is known
as the psychology of music. Written in a lively and accessible manner, this volume connects
the science to larger questions about music that are of interest to practicing musicians, music
therapists, musicologists, and the general public alike. For example: Why can one musical
performance move an audience to tears, and another compel them to dance, clap, or snap
along? How does a "hype" playlist motivate someone at the gym? And why is that top-40 song
stuck in everyone's head? ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from
Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocketsized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors
combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.
This text provides an up-to-date analysis of what psychology has to offer actors, musicians,
singers and dancers. It makes suggestions about how the particular stresses that performers
are under can be managed.
'Musicians in the Making' explores the creative development of musicians in formal and
informal learning contexts. It promotes a novel view of creativity, arguing that creative learning
is a complex, lifelong process. Sixteen extended chapters by leading experts are featured
alongside ten 'insights' by internationally prominent performers and teachers.
What makes a musical note different from any other sound? How can you tell if you have
perfect pitch? Why do 10 violins sound only twice as loud as one? Do your Bob Dylan albums
sound better on CD or vinyl? John Powell, a scientist and musician, answers these questions
and many more in HOW MUSIC WORKS, an intriguing and original guide to acoustics. In a
clear, accessible, and engaging voice, Powell fascinates the reader with his delightful
descriptions of the science and psychology lurking beneath the surface of music. With lively
discussions of the secrets behind harmony, timbre, keys, chords, loudness, musical
composition, and more, HOW MUSIC WORKS will be treasured by music lovers everywhere.

Offers performers, teachers, and researchers, new perspectives and practical guidance
for enhancing performance and managing the stress that typically accompanies
performance situations. It draws together the findings of pioneering initiatives from
across the arts and sciences.
The 2nd edition of the Oxford Handbook of Music Psychology updates the original
landmark text and provides a comprehensive review of the latest developments in this
fast growing area of research. Covering both experimental and theoretical perspectives,
each of the 11 sections is edited by an internationally recognised authority in the area.
The first ten parts present chapters that focus on specific areas of music psychology:
the origins and functions of music; music perception, responses to music; music and
the brain; musical development; learning musical skills; musical performance;
composition and improvisation; the role of music in everyday life; and music therapy. In
each part authors critically review the literature, highlight current issues and explore
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possibilities for the future. The final part examines how, in recent years, the study of
music psychology has broadened to include a range of other disciplines. It considers
the way that research has developed in relation to technological advances, and points
the direction for further development in the field. With contributions from internationally
recognised experts across 55 chapters, it is an essential resource for students and
researchers in psychology and musicology.
(Meredith Music Resource). Social Psychology of Musicianship , by Robert H. Woody,
Senior Professor of Psychology, University of Nebraska at Omaha, presents seven
components for musicianship: listening, studying, practicing, teaching, arranging,
composing, and performing music and offers a research-based explanation of how
essentially everyone can and should cultivate his or her potential for musicianship.
Emphasis is placed on using music for improved social relationships, self-concept
development, and physical and mental health by way of music maximizing the potential
of the brain.
Music impinges upon the body and the brain. As such, it has significant inductive power
which relies both on innate dispositions and acquired mechanisms and competencies.
The processes are partly autonomous and partly deliberate, and interrelations between
several levels of processing are becoming clearer with accumulating new evidence. For
instance, recent developments in neuroimaging techniques, have broadened the field
by encompassing the study of cortical and subcortical processing of the music. The
domain of musical emotions is a typical example with a major focus on the pleasure
that can be derived from listening to music. Pleasure, however, is not the only emotion
to be induced and the mechanisms behind its elicitation are far from understood. There
are also mechanisms related to arousal and activation that are both less differentiated
and at the same time more complex than the assumed mechanisms that trigger basic
emotions. It is imperative, therefore, to investigate what pleasurable and moodmodifying effects music can have on human beings in real-time listening situations. This
e-book is an attempt to answer these questions. Revolving around the specificity of
music experience in terms of perception, emotional reactions, and aesthetic
assessment, it presents new hypotheses, theoretical claims as well as new empirical
data which contribute to a better understanding of the functions of the brain as related
to musical experience.
This book is a tool for helping teachers and parents of musical kids work together to
provide young people with music learning experiences that are meaningful and lasting.
The psychological theory of expectation that David Huron proposes in Sweet
Anticipation grew out of the author's experimental efforts to understand how music
evokes emotions. These efforts evolved into a general theory of expectation that will
prove informative to readers interested in cognitive science and evolutionary
psychology as well as those interested in music. The book describes a set of
psychological mechanisms and illustrates how these mechanisms work in the case of
music. All examples of notated music can be heard on the Web. Huron proposes that
emotions evoked by expectation involve five functionally distinct response systems:
reaction responses (which engage defensive reflexes); tension responses (where
uncertainty leads to stress); prediction responses (which reward accurate prediction);
imagination responses (which facilitate deferred gratification); and appraisal responses
(which occur after conscious thought is engaged). For real-world events, these five
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response systems typically produce a complex mixture of feelings. The book identifies
some of the aesthetic possibilities afforded by expectation, and shows how common
musical devices (such as syncopation, cadence, meter, tonality, and climax) exploit the
psychological opportunities. The theory also provides new insights into the
physiological psychology of awe, laughter, and spine-tingling chills. Huron traces the
psychology of expectations from the patterns of the physical/cultural world through
imperfectly learned heuristics used to predict that world to the phenomenal qualia we
experienced as we apprehend the world.
Achieving Peak Performance in Music: Psychological Strategies for Optimal Flow is a
unique and comprehensive exploration of flow in music performance. It describes the
optimal performance experiences of great musicians and outlines ten psychological
steps that can be implemented to facilitate and enhance optimal experience. Achieving
Peak Performance in Music reveals strategies used by experts to prepare themselves
emotionally, cognitively, and physically for performance. Combining this information
with research carried out amongst professional performers and knowledge gained from
decades of study and research by psychologists on how to achieve a positive
experience, the book guides readers on a pathway towards optimal performance. Using
everyday language, it presents invaluable practical guidance and a toolbox of strategies
to help with all aspects of performance, including memorisation, visualisation, focus,
performance anxiety, thought management, motivation, and pre-performance routines.
Based on psychological research, the book shares practical knowledge invaluable to
music students, parents, and amateur and professional musicians. The strategies on
performance provided are applicable to every type of performance, from a student
exam to a gig or a concert, making Achieving Peak Performance in Music a significant
resource for anyone looking to achieve peak performance.
The author of the New York Times bestseller This Is Your Brain on Music reveals
music’s role in the evolution of human culture in this thought-provoking book that “will
leave you awestruck” (The New York Times). Daniel J. Levitin's astounding debut
bestseller, This Is Your Brain on Music, enthralled and delighted readers as it
transformed our understanding of how music gets in our heads and stays there. Now in
his second New York Times bestseller, his genius for combining science and art
reveals how music shaped humanity across cultures and throughout history. Here he
identifies six fundamental song functions or types—friendship, joy, comfort, religion,
knowledge, and love—then shows how each in its own way has enabled the social
bonding necessary for human culture and society to evolve. He shows, in effect, how
these “six songs” work in our brains to preserve the emotional history of our lives and
species. Dr. Levitin combines cutting-edge scientific research from his music cognition
lab at McGill University and work in an array of related fields; his own sometimes
hilarious experiences in the music business; and illuminating interviews with musicians
such as Sting and David Byrne, as well as conductors, anthropologists, and
evolutionary biologists. The World in Six Songs is, ultimately, a revolution in our
understanding of how human nature evolved—right up to the iPod.
What is it that accounts for the differences between musical beginners, advanced music
makers, and world class performers? Virtually everyone likes music and has the capacity to be
musical in some way (despite what some may say about themselves). Yet far fewer people
come to be so involved with it that they identify themselves as musicians, and fewer still
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become musicians of international class. Psychology for Musicians provides the basis for
answering this question. Examining the processes that underlie the acquisition of musical
skills, Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody provide a concise, accessible, and up-to-date
introduction to psychological research for musicians.
Music has a universal and timeless potential to influence how we feel, yet, only recently, have
researchers begun to explore and understand the positive effects that music can have on our
wellbeing.This book brings together research from a number of disciplines to explore the
relationship between music, health and wellbeing.
The psychology of music aims to explain and understand musical behaviour and musical
experience. A must read for all fans of music as a complete experience and science. Many of
the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely
scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high
quality, modern editions, using the original text and artwork.
This handbook provides an evidence-based account of psychological perspectives on issues in
music education and music in the community through the life course, exploring our
understanding of music learning and participation across contexts. The contributors draw on
multidisciplinary research from different cultures and contexts in order to set out the
implications of music psychology for music education and music in the community. Highlighting
the intersecting issues across education and community contexts, the book proposes new
theories as well as offering important refinements to existing conceptual models. Split into six
parts, it considers the role of music in society as well as for groups and individuals, and
explores topics such as processing and responding to music; pedagogical and musical
practices that support or pose challenges to the emotional, cognitive, social or physical
wellbeing of learners and participants in a range of contexts; and ‘music in identity’ or
‘identity in music’. With the final part on future directions and the implications for professional
practice in music education and music in the community, the book concludes by exploring how
the two sectors might work more closely together within a post-COVID-19 world. Based on
cutting-edge research from an international team, this is essential reading for anyone
interested in music psychology, education and community, and it will be particularly helpful for
undergraduate and graduate students in music psychology, music education and community
music.
Music in the Human Experience: An Introduction to Music Psychology, Second Edition, is
geared toward music students yet incorporates other disciplines to provide an explanation for
why and how we make sense of music and respond to it—cognitively, physically, and
emotionally. All human societies in every corner of the globe engage in music. Taken
collectively, these musical experiences are widely varied and hugely complex affairs. How did
human beings come to be musical creatures? How and why do our bodies respond to music?
Why do people have emotional responses to music? Music in the Human Experience seeks to
understand and explain these phenomena at the core of what it means to be a human being.
New to this edition: Expanded references and examples of non-Western musical styles
Updated literature on philosophical and spiritual issues Brief sections on tuning systems and
the acoustics of musical instruments A section on creativity and improvisation in the discussion
of musical performance New studies in musical genetics Greatly increased usage of
explanatory figures
Coughing and Clapping: Investigating Audience Experience explores the processes and
experiences of attending live music events from the initial decision to attend through to
audience responses and memories of a performance after it has happened. The book brings
together international researchers who consider the experience of being an audience member
from a range of theoretical and empirical perspectives. Whether enjoying a drink at a jazz gig,
tweeting at a pop concert or suppressing a cough at a classical recital, audience experience is
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affected by motivation, performance quality, social atmosphere and group and personal
identity. Drawing on the implications of these experiences and attitudes, the authors consider
the question of what makes an audience, and argue convincingly for the practical and
academic value of that question.
CD-ROM contains interactive tutorials to accompany book.
Music is a powerful form of communication. It provides a means by which people can share
emotions, intentions, and meaning. This new addition to the music psychology list brings
together leading researchers to examine how music can be used to communicate and the
biological, cognitive, social, and cultural processes which underlie such communication. It will
be valuable for all those involved in music cognition, music education, and communication
studies.

What type of practice makes a musician perfect? What sort of child is most likely to
succeed on a musical instrument? What practice strategies yield the fastest
improvement in skills such as sight-reading, memorization, and intonation? Scientific
and psychological research can offer answers to these and other questions that
musicians face every day. In The Science and Psychology of Music Performance,
Richard Parncutt and Gary McPherson assemble relevant current research findings and
make them accessible to musicians and music educators. This book describes new
approaches to teaching music, learning music, and making music at all educational and
skill levels. Each chapter represents the collaboration between a music researcher
(usually a music psychologist) and a performer or music educator. This combination of
expertise results in excellent practical advice. Readers will learn, for example, that they
are in the majority (57%) if they experience rapid heartbeat before performances; the
chapter devoted to performance anxiety will help them decide whether beta-blocker
medication, hypnotherapy, or the Alexander Technique of relaxation might alleviate
their stage fright. Another chapter outlines a step-by-step method for introducing
children to musical notation, firmly based on research in cognitive development.
Altogether, the 21 chapters cover the personal, environmental, and acoustical
influences that shape the learning and performance of music.
Musicians are always quick to adopt and explore new technologies. The fast-paced
changes wrought by electrification, from the microphone via the analogue synthesiser
to the laptop computer, have led to a wide range of new musical styles and techniques.
Electronic music has grown to a broad field of investigation, taking in historical
movements such as musique concrte and elektronische Musik, and contemporary
trends such as electronic dance music and electronica. The first edition of this book
won the 2009 Nicolas Bessaraboff Prize as it brought together researchers at the
forefront of the sonic explorations empowered by electronic technology to provide
accessible and insightful overviews of core topics and uncover some hitherto less
publicised corners of worldwide movements. This updated and expanded second
edition includes four entirely new chapters, as well as new original statements from
globally renowned artists of the electronic music scene, and celebrates a diverse array
of technologies, practices and music.
Musicians imagine music by means of functional models which determine certain
aspects of the music while leaving others open. This gap between image and the
experience it models offers a source of compositional creativity; different musical
cultures embody different ways of imagining sound as music. Drawing on psychological
and philosophical materials as well as the analysis of specific musical examples, Cook
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here defines the difference between music theory and aesthetic criticism, and affirms
the importance of the ordinary listener in musical culture.
The Psychology of Musical Development provides an up-to-date and comprehensive
account of the latest theory, empirical research and applications in the study of musical
development, an important and emerging field of music psychology. After considering
how people now engage with music in the digital world, and reviewing current advances
in developmental and music psychology, Hargreaves and Lamont compare ten major
theoretical approaches in this field - including cognitive stage models and
neuroscientific, ecological and social cognitive approaches - and assess how
successfully each of these deals with five critical theoretical issues. Individual chapters
deal next with cognition, perception and learning; social development; environmental
influences on ability, achievement and motivation; identity, personality and lifestyle;
affect and emotion; and well-being and health. With an emphasis on practical
applications throughout, this book will be essential reading for students and scholars of
music psychology, developmental psychology, music education and music therapy.
The Psychology of Music draws together the diverse and scattered literature on the
psychology of music. It explores the way music is processed by the listener and the
performer and considers several issues that are of importance both to perceptual
psychology and to contemporary music, such as the way the sound of an instrument is
identified regardless of its pitch or loudness, or the types of information that can be
discarded in the synthetic replication of a sound without distorting perceived timbre.
Comprised of 18 chapters, this book begins with a review of the classical
psychoacoustical literature on tone perception, focusing on characteristics of particular
relevance to music. The attributes of pitch, loudness, and timbre are examined, and a
summary of research methods in psychoacoustics is presented. Subsequent chapters
deal with timbre perception; the subjective effects of different sound fields; temporal
aspects of music; abstract structures formed by pitch relationships in music; different
tests of musical ability; and the importance of abstract structural representation in
understanding how music is performed. The final chapter evaluates the relationship
between new music and psychology. This monograph should be a valuable resource
for psychologists and musicians.
In this groundbreaking union of art and science, rocker-turned-neuroscientist Daniel J.
Levitin explores the connection between music—its performance, its composition, how
we listen to it, why we enjoy it—and the human brain. Taking on prominent thinkers who
argue that music is nothing more than an evolutionary accident, Levitin poses that
music is fundamental to our species, perhaps even more so than language. Drawing on
the latest research and on musical examples ranging from Mozart to Duke Ellington to
Van Halen, he reveals: • How composers produce some of the most pleasurable
effects of listening to music by exploiting the way our brains make sense of the world •
Why we are so emotionally attached to the music we listened to as teenagers, whether
it was Fleetwood Mac, U2, or Dr. Dre • That practice, rather than talent, is the driving
force behind musical expertise • How those insidious little jingles (called earworms) get
stuck in our head A Los Angeles Times Book Award finalist, This Is Your Brain on
Music will attract readers of Oliver Sacks and David Byrne, as it is an unprecedented,
eye-opening investigation into an obsession at the heart of human nature.
Performing Music Research is a comprehensive guide to planning, conducting,
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analyzing, and communicating research in music performance. The book examines the
approaches and strategies that underpin research in music education, psychology, and
performance science.
In Psychology of Music: From Sound to Significance (2nd edition), the authors consider
music on a broad scale, from its beginning as an acoustical signal to its different
manifestations across cultures. In their second edition, the authors apply the same
richness of depth and scope that was a hallmark of the first edition of this text. In
addition, having laid out the topography of the field in the original book, the second
edition puts greater emphasis on linking academic learning to real-world contexts, and
on including compelling topics that appeal to students’ natural curiosity. Chapters have
been updated with approximately 500 new citations to reflect advances in the field. The
organization of the book remains the same as the first edition, while chapters have
been updated and often expanded with new topics. 'Part I: Foundations' explores the
acoustics of sound, the auditory system, and responses to music in the brain. 'Part II:
The Perception and Cognition of Music' focuses on how we process pitch, melody,
meter, rhythm, and musical structure. 'Part III: Development, Learning, and
Performance' describes how musical capacities and skills unfold, beginning before birth
and extending to the advanced and expert musician. And finally, 'Part IV: The Meaning
and Significance of Music' explores social, emotional, philosophical and cultural
dimensions of music and meaning. This book will be invaluable to undergraduates and
postgraduate students in psychology and music, and will appeal to anyone who is
interested in the vital and expanding field of psychology of music.
Scholarly Research for Musicians presents a range of research methods and
techniques, incorporating both the common elements of traditional music research
methodologies with innovative research strategies endemic to the fields of social
science, education, and performance science. The author’s collaborative and
interdisciplinary approach reinforces the belief that research is most palpable and
successful when accessed through a relevant and meaningful way of organizing
thoughts and knowledge. Drawing from over twenty years of classroom experience, the
author organizes the text into five units: Common Bases, Qualitative Research,
Quantitative Research, Performance Science, and Review. Research is presented as
an accessible process, one facilitated by brainstorming and question-asking, the
systematic collection of information, and the analysis and synthesis of information—all
with the aim to develop a succinct conceptual framework. In explicating this process,
the author introduces traditional Western thought alongside contemporary and Eastern
philosophy. Experts in the field of performance science explore novel approaches to
studying the audience, incorporating various measuring devices and methods. In the
final chapter, the author offers strategies for disseminating and publishing research
reports. Scholarly Research for Musicians demystifies the research process for
musicians and music students alike, demonstrating the common principles of cohesive
research plans. PowerPoint presentations are available to instructors, covering chapter
discussion points in summary format. This text explores interdisciplinary methods that
merge with and focus on the study of music while emphasizing concepts and materials
relevant to all types of research.
In their attempts to understand the nature of musicianship, music psychologists have
generally focused their attention on cognitive processes and abilities. Although a kind of
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folklore has long existed within musical circles relating to personality differences
between players of different instruments, this is the first book to examine the impact of
personality and temperament on musicianship. After an introductory chapter which
summarizes the relevant personality theories, the book deals with each facet of
musicians' personality in turn: introversion, independence, sensitivity, anxiety, and
gender issues. Different forms of musicianship (such as orchestral playing, singing, and
conducting) are considered next, to clarify the ways in which specific skills impact upon
personality development or predispose a person towards different instruments and
styles of performance.
Psychology for MusiciansUnderstanding and Acquiring the SkillsOxford University
Press
Music educators and practicing musicians have failed to benefit as much as they could
from the past two decades of music psychology research. In this volume, Parncutt and
McPherson propose to improve the situation by describing new approaches, informed
by recent psychological research, to teaching music, learning music, and making music
at all educational levels.
Traditionally, music and language have been treated as different psychological
faculties. This duality is reflected in older theories about the lateralization of speech and
music in that speech functions were thought to be localized on the left and music
functions on the right hemisphere. But with the advent of modern brain imaging
techniques and the improvement of neurophysiological measures to investigate brain
functions an entirely new view on the neural and psychological underpinnings of music
and speech has evolved. The main point of convergence in the findings of these new
studies is that music and speech functions have many aspects in common and that
several neural modules are similarly involved in speech and music. There is also
emerging evidence that speech functions can benefit from music functions and vice
versa. This new research field has accumulated a lot of new information and it is
therefore timely to bring together the work of those researchers who have been most
visible, productive, and inspiring in this field and to ask them to present their new work
or provide a summary of their laboratory's work.
Examining the intersection of music, psychology, and neuroscience, Music, Thought,
and Feeling, Second Edition, surveys the rapidly growing field of music cognition and
explores its most interesting questions. Assuming minimal background in music or
psychology, the book begins with an overview of the major theories on how and when
music became a widespread aspect of human behavior.New to this Edition:Enhanced
coverage of music therapyThe most recent theory and researchImproved pedagogy,
including enhanced definitions of key terms and a reworked organization of topicsAn
accompanying open-access website featuring audio samples created specifically for
this text
Comprehensive introduction by noted musicologist covers physical and physiological
bases of sound and hearing, elements of tone, pitch, musical ability, origins of music,
psychology of music, much more.
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